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11Abstract Now well into its second decade, the field of Computer Supported
12Collaborative Learning (CSCL) appears healthy, encompassing a diversity of topics
13of study, methodologies, and representatives of various research communities. It is
14an appropriate time to ask: what central questions can integrate our work into a
15coherent field? This paper proposes the study of technology affordances for
16intersubjective meaning making as an integrating research agenda for CSCL. A
17brief survey of epistemologies of collaborative learning and forms of computer
18support for that learning characterize the field to be integrated and motivate the
19proposal. A hybrid of experimental, descriptive and design methodologies is
20proposed in support of this agenda. A working definition of intersubjective meaning
21making as joint composition of interpretations of a dynamically evolving context is
22provided, and used to propose a framework around which dialogue between analytic
23approaches can take place.

24Keywords CSCL research agenda . Intersubjectivity . Meaning making .

25Representational guidance . Technology affordances

26Introduction

27Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) has been active for over a
28decade since the 1995 conference in Bloomington, and is entering its second decade
29with the founding of a journal dedicated to the field. The primary purpose of this
30paper is to offer a research agenda for this second decade; an agenda that is one
31among many, but is proposed as particularly paradigmatic for CSCL in terms of the
32problems that the field now needs to address and is perhaps most uniquely ready to
33address. Koschmann (2002) has characterized CSCL as Ba field centrally concerned
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34with meaning and practices of meaning-making in the context of joint activity and
35the ways in which these practices are mediated through designed artifacts.’’ The
36proposed agenda accepts, but elaborates on, Koschmann_s definition. This paper is
37organized according to constituents of the definition: collaborative learning as
38meaning making, approaches to mediation through designed artifacts, and
39methodologies for the study of these two facets of CSCL. Although the range of
40current theory and practice within CSCL is discussed, the argument is analytic
41rather than empirical, making a case for what should be the thematic focus of CSCL
42based on identification of those problems in the nexus of computer mediation and
43collaborative learning that are our special concern.

44CL: learning and meaning making

45What is the central phenomenon of interest for CSCL? Since Bcomputer supported’’
46is an adjunct to Bcollaborative learning’’, let us begin by looking more closely at
47what we mean by the latter.

48Epistemologies for collaborative learning

49Any CSCL research agenda will be based on assumptions, implicit or explicit,
50concerning what it means to learn in collaborative settings. This section identifies
51epistemologies common in CSCL in order to understand the range of phenomena we
52are trying to support and to prepare for subsequent discussion. For purposes of brief
53exposition, the epistemologies will be presented in terms of their most distinguishing
54commitments, so they are necessarily oversimplified. Broadly speaking, there are two
55kinds of accounts. In individual epistemologies, the individual is the learning agent,
56who may benefit from the collaborative situation. In intersubjective epistemologies,
57the group is the learning agent, within which individual participation may change.
58Between these extremes, one can postulate that learning is a group activity that
59results in individual changes, which we also call Blearning’’.
60Although not an epistemology of collaborative learning, constructivism (Piaget,
611976; Von Glasersfeld, 1995) is frequently cited as a motivating theory in CSCL
62literature and underlies some collaborative epistemologies. It is therefore a useful
63starting point for discussion. A constructivist epistemology emphasizes the agency of
64the learner in the learning process. Learning can only happen through the learner_s
65efforts at meaning making (making sense of the world), although a mentor might
66arrange for the learner to have challenging experiences in order to accelerate the
67change process. Computer support motivated by this epistemology includes
68simulations and Bmicroworlds’’ (Rieber, 2004). All knowledge is acquired by being
69constructed by the learner; therefore, from the standpoint of the learner, learning
70necessarily means constructing new knowledge. CSCL researchers rarely take this
71view to its solipsistic extreme. Instead, constructivism takes the form of
72Bcollaborative knowledge construction’’ (Stahl, 2000), implying an interactional
73constructivist epistemology. This brings us to the question of how interaction
74between people leads to learning.
75We begin with individual epistemologies in which the individual is the unit and
76agent of learning. Since we are concerned with collaborative learning, we focus on
77such learning that takes place Bin the context of joint activity’’ (Koschmann, 2002;
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78emphasis added). In an individual epistemology, collaboration provides the
79conditions and support for learning, but is not intrinsic to the learning itself. A
80social-as-context view might maintain that learning remains fundamentally a process
81within individual minds, yet this process can be enhanced through contacts with
82other minds. Cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) and socio-cognitive
83conflict theory (Doise & Mugny, 1984) can be read this way.
84A knowledge-communication epistemology (Wenger, 1987) is common in the
85CSCL literature (e.g., Bromme, Hesse, & Spada, 2005). Knowledge communication
86is Bthe ability to cause and/or support the acquisition of one_s knowledge by
87someone else, via a restricted set of communication operations’’ (Wenger, 1987, p. 7).
88Research conducted under this epistemology examines how to more effectively
89present knowledge in some medium, or how to otherwise generate or facilitate
90communications that Bcause and/or support’’ the desired acquisition of knowledge.
91Although work that takes a knowledge-transfer view of knowledge communication
92continues to be published, the trend within the knowledge communication tradition
93is towards more constructivist and more interactional views.
94Many CSCL authors (e.g., Baker, Hansen, Joiner, & Traum, 1999; Rummel &
95Spada, 2005; Van der Pol, Admiraal, & Simons, 2003) build their interactionalism on
96the metaphor of Bcommon ground’’ from Clark_s contribution theory (Clark &
97Brennan, 1991). Pfister (2005) proposes that adding knowledge to common ground
98Bis the gist of cooperative learning: going from unshared to shared information.’’
99This conception of Bcooperative learning’’ has its merits. It attributes learning to
100group interaction rather than to a unidirectional transfer of information between
101individuals. It relies on an influential model of communication that bridges
102psycholinguistic and social perspectives, and thereby offers CSCL a substantial
103research literature to draw upon. Yet, in focusing on the sharing of information
104(which was held, presumably, by a subset of the participants), it does not explain
105how knowledge that did not predate the communication is jointly constructed within
106the communication process. See also Koschmann and LeBaron (2003) for a critique
107of the concept of Bcommon ground’’ as a Bplace with no place’’ that is only an
108approximation to contingently changing interpretations.
109A more radically interactional epistemology, which for now will be called
110intersubjective learning, goes beyond an information sharing conception of
111collaborative learning in two ways. First, interpretations can be jointly created
112through interaction in addition to being formed by individuals before they are
113offered to the group. Cognitive activities underlying learning can be distributed
114across individuals and information artifacts through and with which they interact
115(Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsch, 2002/2000). In the most extreme version of this
116epistemology, learning is not only accomplished through the interactions of the
117participants, but also consists of those interactions (Koschmann et al., 2005). (This
118concept of learning as activity will be discussed later.) Second, intersubjectivity is to
119be understood in a participatory sense: it is a simultaneous process of mutual
120constitution that may involve disagreement as well as agreement about shared
121information (Matusov, 1996) within a Bpolyphonic nonharmonious concert charac-
122terized by synchronic movements, as well as by distinct, conflicting, and dissonant
123voices’’ (Smolka, De Goes, & Pina, 1995; see also Wegerif, 2006). An intersubjective
124epistemology is distinguished from common ground by assuming a participatory
125process within which beliefs are enacted (and in this sense are shared from the
126outset) without necessarily being mutually accepted.

Q1

Q1
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127In addition to intersubjectivity on the interpersonal level, we find within CSCL
128intersubjective epistemologies that address learning at the community level. A
129participatory epistemology conceives of learning as a process of Blegitimate
130peripheral participation’’ in the practices of a community (Lave & Wenger, 1991).
131It is possible to read participatory accounts from an individual epistemological
132perspective: one becomes a member of a community by acquiring that community_s
133cultural practices and world-view through apprenticeship. A related concept is that
134of internalization: developmental learning through social interaction can be
135understood as the internalization of interpersonal processes as intrapersonal
136processes (Vygotsky, 1978). However, more radical participatory epistemologies
137dispense with notions of acquisition or internalization and treat learning as
138participation (Rogoff, 1995). In this view, Blearning is an integral part of generative
139social practice in the lived-in world’’ (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 35)—a process that
140constructs personal identity, entwining individual learning with group practices that
141themselves can change. Although social systems are organized to replicate
142themselves, they can Blearn’’ when local innovations undertaken in response to
143internal tensions and external disturbances redistribute activity across the system
144(Engeström, 2001). The new practices can be reflected in concomitant creation of
145novel artifacts that support and help to replicate these practices (Wartofsky, 1979).
146Another community-level epistemology is knowledge building, which should not
147be confused with the linguistically similar knowledge construction. Knowledge
148building is a collective version of Scardamalia and Bereiter_s (1991) intentional
149learning. The difference is described by the Institute for Knowledge Innovation and
150Technology http://ikit.org/kb.html; accessed August 31, 2004) as follows:

151To understand knowledge building it is essential to distinguish learning—Bthe
152process through which the cultural capital of a society is made available to
153successive generations’’ from knowledge building-the deliberate effort to
154increase the cultural capital.

156Scardamalia and Bereiter have worked extensively within primary school
157classrooms, some of which they describe as instances of Bknowledge building
158communities.’’ Whether knowledge is Bnew’’ is relative to the cultural capital of the
159community undertaking the activity, such as the knowledge available to the children
160in a primary school class. The essential difference between knowledge building and
161other forms of learning is that members of a knowledge-building community expand
162the boundaries of their knowledge through their own collective agency by
163periodically reflecting on the limits of their understanding and choosing actions
164that address these limitations.
165For simplicity, the remainder of this paper will use collaborative learning to
166encompass all socially contextualized forms of learning, although it should be noted
167that a distinction between cooperative learning as parallel coordinated activity and
168collaborative learning as an effort to maintain a joint conception is made in the
169literature (Dillenbourg, 1999; Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). The other phrases are
170layered in the following manner: knowledge construction recognizes that individuals
171create meaning for themselves rather than just receiving it preformed from others;
172collaborative knowledge construction more specifically locates this meaning making
173in a group context; intersubjective learning further specifies that the process of
174meaning making is itself constituted of social interactions; and knowledge building
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175requires that this group-based meaning making is being done to intentionally extend
176knowledge.

177The case for studying intersubjective learning

178Koschmann’s definition of CSCL as being concerned with the Bpractices of
179meaning-making in the context of joint activity’’ can be understood under many of
180the epistemologies previously discussed. Like the Hindu parable in which several
181blind men feel an elephant and each describe it differently, all are describing some
182aspect of the truth: learning happens in many ways. However, the question we face
183is how to most productively focus our research efforts: which aspect of the elephant
184do we now most need to understand?
185The first major claim of this paper is that we most need to understand those
186processes of learning highlighted by intersubjective epistemologies, at both the
187interpersonal and community levels.
188Intersubjective learning is an appropriate topic for CSCL because it is more uniquely
189suited to a field that conceives of itself as being concerned with collaborative learning
190than the other epistemologies. There has been substantial work on how the cognitive
191processes of participants are influenced by social interaction, and others will continue
192this work. The study of individual learning that is merely stimulated by a social context
193does not distinguish CSCL as strongly from other fields that study learning.
194The study of intersubjective learning is interesting because it gives rise to questions
195that are among the most challenging facing any social–behavioral science, and even
196touches upon our nature as conscious beings. Do cognitive phenomena exist
197transpersonally? How is it possible for learning, usually conceived of as a cognitive
198function, to be distributed across people and artifacts (Salomon, 1993)? Can we
199understand knowledge as accomplished practice rather than as a substance or even
200predisposition? Yet we need not leave individual learning behind. In support of this
201research agenda, cognitivists can ask: What is the relationship of the change process
202we call Bindividual learning’’ to that individual_s participation in socially accom-
203plished learning?
204The study of intersubjective learning is timely because the composition of the
205CSCL community is becoming increasingly well equipped to address this topic. We
206find among those who count themselves as members of the CSCL community
207people who are accomplished in various relevant disciplines and research traditions.
208Finally, a call for the study of intersubjective learning is needed because it is
209currently not prominent as a topic of study in our field: it is surprisingly difficult to
210find research publications within CSCL that directly address this epistemology.
211(Exceptions will be noted shortly.) Even where process data is examined in detail, the
212analysis typically counts features that are essentially proxies for interactive
213accomplishment of learning (e.g., the number of utterances of a given type) rather
214than exposing collaborative knowledge construction in action. The author need go no
215further than his own work to illustrate this point (e.g., Suthers & Hundhausen, 2003).

216Learning as a scientific concept

217The foregoing sections surveyed a variety of accounts of collaborative learning and
218concluded that while all provide some insight into learning, CSCL needs to study the
219intersubjective processes of learning. Following Garfinkel, Koschmann et al. (2005)
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220argue for the study of Bmember_s methods’’ of meaning making: Bhow participants ...
221actually go about doing learning’’ (emphasis in original). Yet, learning was never
222defined. Various theories about how learning happens in group settings were
223discussed, but these are theories to be tested, not definitions. By what definition can
224we recognize that participants are Bdoing’’ learning?
225The agenda outlined in this paper is deliberately designed to avoid depending on a
226particular definition of learning. Learning takes place within a huge diversity of
227activities and situations: learning is ubiquitous. Any attempt to write a single definition
228that covers this diversity would risk producing a concept too undiscriminating to be a
229productive basis for a research program, while more discriminating definitions might
230exclude potentially productive lines of work. The strategy taken in this paper is to
231integrate the field of CSCL by providing a basis for dialogue between researchers
232following multiple conceptions of learning and methodological traditions-a basis to be
233developed in this and later sections. Yet, some comments on what would count as a
234suitable definition of Blearning’’ and the role of that concept in analysis may help to
235motivate the proposal.
236If we are going to study how people go about doing learning in practice, then in order
237to avoid circularity in the research agenda we need an operational definition of learning
238that allows learning to be identified without presupposing that a particular kind of
239practice constitutes learning. The definition of learning taken at the outset cannot be
240written in terms of properties of the episodes of practice to be studied. (In contrast, an
241empirically derived account of learning should specify properties of practice related to
242learning, but this account is a product of the research program, not a definition that
243enables the program to be undertaken.) Therefore, a scientifically useful definition of
244learning is forced Boutside’’ the episode, as it were, and must take the form of a post-
245hoc or retrospective judgment about consequences of the episode. Various definitions
246of learning already in use meet this requirement, including learning as (1) gains from
247pre-test to post-test scores, (2) transfer of problem-solving success to similar tasks,
248(3) an individual_s attribution of an experience as having been valuable, and (4) a
249community_s acceptance of a new member. From the standpoint of the criterion just
250expressed, any of these definitions are acceptable for a CSCL research agenda. All of
251these definitions have the property that some community makes a judgment about the
252consequences of an activity. No commitment to what form the post hoc judgment
253takes or who makes that judgment is necessary to continue the following argument.
254BLearning’’ is not a concept that can be productively applied to an analysis of
255interaction that seeks to understand how learning is accomplished. This is because
256learning is ubiquitous; it is found in diverse activities and situations. We need a
257definition of learning that is independent of that which the research program seeks
258to uncover. It is a category mistake to set out to study Bhow people go about doing
259learning’’ in any sense that tries to interpret the actions as learning actions. We
260cannot say, BThat was a learning act.’’ We can say, BThat act is more likely to lead to
261a particular learning accomplishment,’’ but this is an empirically grounded
262description of contingencies, not a direct identification of learning itself.

263Intersubjective meaning making

264In order to understand learning, we must examine what participants are doing when
265they engage in an activity that leads to learning. In many of the situations from which
266learning can result, participants may not be engaged in an intentional effort to learn,
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267but rather are trying to make sense of a situation (Dervin, 2003). They do so at
268multiple levels: solving a problem, maintaining interpersonal relationships, and/or
269affirming their identity in a community (Bronckart, 1995). A common denominator is
270the attempt to make a situation meaningful. The second major claim of this paper
271asks that our analysis of activity stay true to this common denominator of meaning-
272making:

273To study the accomplishment (a post hoc judgment) of intersubjective learning
274we must necessarily study the practices (the activity itself) of intersubjective
275meaning-making: how people in groups make sense of situations and of each
276other.

278As previously noted, few studies published in the CSCL literature have addressed
279intersubjective meaning making directly. Exceptions include Koschmann et al.
280(2003), Koschmann et al. (2005), Roschelle (1994), and Stahl (2004). Koschmann_s
281work has generally focused on participants_ methods of problematization: identify-
282ing a situation as problematic and requiring further analysis, possibly leading to a
283change of conception. Further work should identify methods for resolving the
284problematized issue. These will include methods for argumentation and for
285negotiation of meaning (Baker, 2003).
286This author’s own analytic stance is that meaning making is accomplished (and
287evidenced) by the composition of interpretations of a dynamically changing context.
288Interpretations are enacted in human cognitive and social activity. Interpretation can
289be understood in terms of the participation/reification duality (Wenger, 1998). An
290interpretation takes a reification as having a given significance for ongoing
291participation thus, in effect, forming a new reification. Interpretation functions as
292much on moment-to-moment ephemeral reifications such as thoughts, utterances,
293facial expressions, and gestures as on persistent inscriptions and artifacts. An act of
294interpretation may take the form of predications, commentary, restatements, or
295expressions of attitude (for example), expressed verbally, gesturally, or through
296manipulations of representations, and may also be Bre-presented’’ when participants
297invoke inscriptions in the medium as evoking such interpretations. The perceptual
298environment and accumulated history of interpretations provides a rich context that
299participants may selectively choose to further interpret. BComposition’’ is used in
300analogy to the mathematical concept of composition of functions in order to
301highlight that interpretations act upon the images of previous interpretations.
302Intersubjective meaning making takes place when multiple participants contribute to
303a composition of inter-related interpretations. In other words, the joint composition
304of interpretations is the gist of intersubjective meaning making. This conception
305provides an alternative to Bgoing from unshared to shared information’’ as the gist
306of cooperative learning. No commitment to mutual beliefs residing in some Platonic
307realm is necessary; the physical and historical context available to participants is the
308field upon which intersubjectivity plays.

309Clarifications and implications

310The claim that it is now time for CSCL to focus on practices of intersubjective
311meaning making is offered as a strategic choice. Others may choose to prioritize
312different directions for the field. On the other hand, the claim that it is inappropriate
313to use Blearning’’ as an analytic concept in understanding Bhow people go about
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314doing learning’’ is offered as an absolute claim, independently of the foregoing
315strategic choice. The claim that members_ methods of intersubjective meaning
316making is the appropriate analytic concept is more agnostic concerning epistemology
317than it might seem. Learning can still be conceived of as individual internalization that
318results from a social activity of meaning making (including Vygotskian internalization
319of the social activity of meaning making itself). One can equally take the opposing
320view that B... orienting our inquiry by focusing on how people participate in
321sociocultural activity and how they change their participation demystifies the
322processes of learning and development’’ by eliminating the need to search for Bthe
323nature of internalization as a conduit’’ (Rogoff, 1995). In advocating an intersubjec-
324tive stance as a strategic choice, this paper does not reject the cognitive agenda, but
325rather asks that all paradigms focus on intersubjective meaning making as a shared
326object of contemplation—a Bboundary object’’ (Star, 1990) that will give the field the
327basis for coherence through dialogue between traditions.
328Practices of intersubjective meaning making are found in potentially any and
329every kind of joint human activity. One might object that the proposal requires that
330we attempt to understand all of human collaborative activity, and CSCL would have
331lost its focus. The objection is partially sustained. CSCL is indeed potentially
332concerned with all of human collaborative activity (learning as a consequence of
333activity is always a possibility), but there is still a focus to CSCL_s learning science
334agenda. The focus is not defined by limiting consideration to certain kinds of activity
335(e.g., activities in institutionally sanctioned learning settings such as Bschooling’’ or,
336more generally, situations in which there is the intention to learn or to teach).
337Rather, the focus is defined by what aspect of human collaborative activity we
338examine and try to make sense of: intersubjective meaning making.
339This view of the scope of CSCL elevates the potential impact of the field. CSCL
340need not be conceived of as merely a subfield of a subfield (e.g., a specialization of
341collaborative learning within educational psychology). If we succeed in shedding
342light on intersubjective meaning making, it can inform many fields of inquiry.
343Because of the potential for misunderstandings, it should be emphasized that the
344author is strongly supportive of the study of learning. The call to replace learning
345with meaning making as an analytic concept in understanding learning is done out of
346necessity. If we are to serve learning well, we must grapple with intersubjective
347meaning making, and in so doing will be achieving something larger as well, whether
348we wish to or not. Therefore, we might as well accept this larger agenda and
349celebrate the relevance and longevity of our field that it portends.

350CS: computer Bsupport’’ or mediation

351Let us now add computers to the mix. In what ways can we bring technology to bear
352on the problem of supporting collaborative learning as it is variously conceived, and in
353particular intersubjective meaning making? This section identifies two distinct ways
354in which technology is applied to support collaborative learning-as medium and as
355constraint-and then proposes a synthesis. [See also Hansen, Dirckinck-Holmfeld,
356Lewis, & Rugelj (2004) for a synthesis of Bcompensating’’ and Bfacilitating’’, and
357Jermann, Soller, & Lesgold (2004) for Bstructuring’’ and Bregulating’’,] The prior
358discussion is relevant because our choice of an epistemology of collaborative
359learning can affect how we approach the design of computer mediation and what
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360questions we ask in our research. For example, under a knowledge-communication
361model, we might think about the information technologies we are designing as
362communication channels, focusing on the ease with which one can move information
363between participants. Under an intersubjective meaning making model, we might
364design information technologies as forums within which new ideas can be jointly
365formed-or discovered-and evaluated. However, it is also possible to support collabo-
366ration without making any particular commitment to a theory of collaborative learning.
367We first consider an approach that minimizes its epistemological commitment.

368Technology as interaction medium

369Some approaches to computer support treat technology as a communication channel in
370a manner that is neutral to learning. Computer support enables interaction (and
371perhaps collaboration); learning is left as incidental or up to the participants to achieve.
372People often resort to computer-mediated communication (CMC) as a substitute
373for face-to-face (FTF) interaction in order to make interaction possible between
374people at different locations (synchronous distance interaction) or at different times
375(asynchronous interaction). It is not surprising that FTF interaction would then be
376taken as the standard against which CMC is evaluated (Olson & Olson, 2000).
377Research in this tradition tries to improve the bandwidth and multimodality of CMC
378technology and fine-tune its design to match the characteristics of FTF. For
379example, gaze and gesture are demonstrably vital cues in FTF interaction, so some
380researchers study how to arrange cameras such that the remote image of a person
381gives a more accurate indication of where they are looking or pointing (e.g., Kato
382et al., 2001). Without denying that face-to-face interaction has great value, it is
383instructive to consider why technology-oriented research in CSCL should not be
384conceived of as merely seeking online replication of the multimodality of FTF
385learning. Four reasons are offered.
386First, CSCL does not necessarily replace FTF interaction. Computational
387artifacts can also augment spoken and gestural communication between co-present
388collaborators (Roschelle, 1994; Suthers & Hundhausen, 2003), and be embedded in
389classrooms where much of the interaction is FTF (Lingnau, Hoppe, & Mannhaupt,
3902003; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1991; Toth, Suthers, & Lesgold, 2002).
391Second, although further progress can be made, ultimately the goal of replicating
392FTF interaction online may not be achievable. BDistance matters’’ (Olson & Olson,
3932000) in many subtle ways when collaborating through technology. Even with
394extremely high bandwidth communication in multiple modalities, some advantages
395of spatial co-location will be difficult to replicate online, such as access to implicit
396contextual information, unconstrained gaze and gesture as cues for identifying
397deictic referents, and the use of interpersonal space to coordinate action.
398Third, it is not sufficient for CSCL to merely replicate FTF interaction. As Pfister
399(2005) puts it Beven if virtual reality is achieved ... genuine learning discourse is not
400supported. It is completely up to the participants ... how to structure the learning
401process.’’ Rather than leaving efficient learning up to the learners, CSCL has an
402obligation to design technology that supports effective collaborative learning. In
403order to do so, some commitment to an epistemology is necessary.
404Fourth, CSCL can explore the advantages of going Bbeyond being there’’ (Hollan
405& Stornetta, 1992): ways in which CMC is actually better than FTF. An obvious
406example is that CMC Bturns communication into substance’’ (Dillenbourg, 2005),
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407providing additional resources for learning. The record of contributions and shared
408representations that are manipulated during communication provide a shared
409persistent information base that enables the community of collaborators to reflect
410and act on its own state of understanding-to reinterpret, find connections between,
411refine and expand information and ideas explored over time.
412Research that focuses primarily on supporting collaboration through CMC, but
413does not necessarily directly address issues of learning, might be considered pe-
414ripheral to CSCL. However, under the proposed agenda, understanding the
415affordances technology offers for intersubjective meaning making is as foundational
416to CSCL as understanding learning. (Although Baffordances’’ originated with Gibson
417(1977), in this paper, the term is used in Norman_s (1999) sense of Bperceived
418affordances’’, widely adopted in the human-computer interaction literature.) Much
419further work is needed to answer questions such as: What strategies do people use to
420manage collaboration and meaning making via artifact-mediation? How are the
421affordances of various media (including, but not limited to, information technolo-
422gies) appropriated to carry out these strategies? How then can we design
423information technologies to provide functionally equivalent affordances with the
424most natural match to the observed strategies? (Dwyer & Suthers, 2005).

425Technology as constraint and guide

426Computational technologies, as well as other information technologies such as
427paper-based instructional materials, are often applied to education as means to limit
428the options available to learners. Although it sounds negative, this is sometimes a
429useful strategy, for two major reasons: reducing socio-cognitive load and imple-
430menting a learning agenda.
431Properly applied, constraints on activity can resolve a paradox of collaborative
432learning. Collaboration imposes an additional task on the learners: in addition to
433choosing actions within the problem domain and evaluating the consequences of
434those actions, they must also manage interpersonal relations and group functioning
435(Whitworth, Gallupe, & McQueen, 2000). Learning may be reduced if cognitive
436resources are diverted from the primary task (Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas,
4371998). However, if learners can help each other with different parts of the problem,
438collaboration can reduce task load. Furthermore, collaboration can increase
439learning effectiveness through activities that are more difficult to do alone, such as
440argumentation, explanation and reflection (Andriessen, Baker, & Suthers, 2003;
441Slavin, 1995). To resolve this paradox, instructional technology is often designed to
442structure part of the activity, Boffloading’’ work onto the technology so that learners
443can focus their cognitive and social resources on other relevant aspects of the
444learning activity. The technology support can take different forms, such as full
445automatization of the offloaded task, constraining actions to reduce the need to
446make decisions while executing the task, or non-mandatory guides such as coaching
447agents or representational guidance. Whatever form it takes, this support might be
448subsequently removed (the Bscaffolding’’ Bfades’’ in this mixed metaphor) as
449learners internalize the guidance it provided. This strategy is called a reduction of
450sociocognitive load strategy, expanding on Sweller et al._s (1998) concept of
451cognitive load, because the strategy addresses the capacity of the group, not just
452individuals, to manage multiple task demands at once. Important research topics
453include determining what to scaffold (Weinberger, Reiserer, Ertl, Fischer, & Mandl,
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4542005), comparing the effectiveness of different forms of scaffolding (Rummel &
455Spada, 2005), optimizing fading strategies, and exploring whether the answers to
456these questions generalize in any predictable ways across task domains.
457Technology constraints can also be used to implement a learning agenda.
458Analysis of the learning task may reveal prerequisites, or uncover difficulties that
459are best left for after fundamental skills are learned. Then, guidance is applied via
460any of the methods previously listed (automatization, interface constraints, coaches,
461representational guidance) to ensure that skills are acquired or new challenges are
462taken on in an optimal order. Choices of what parts of the task to Bscaffold’’ and
463how to sequence Bfading’’ can be effective ways to implement a learning agenda.
464Similarly, constraints can be used to enforce a collaboration protocol, perhaps one
465based on an epistemological commitment as to what constitutes learning through
466collaboration (e.g., Jermann & Dillenbourg, 2003; Weinberger et al., 2005) For
467example, some researchers have identified collections of conversational moves that
468they believe are necessary for an effective learning dialogue, and implemented these
469moves as mandatory sentence openers in a communication interface (e.g., Baker &
470Lund, 1997; Robertson, Good, & Pain, 1998).
471Some ways in which technology can be used to guide and support collaborative
472learning are not intrinsic to the technology itself. For example, consider scripting
473and role-playing. We might prompt participants to go through phases of
474collaboration, or provide protocols for making and evaluating proposals. These
475interventions could just as well be done with paper, or even verbal instructions.
476There are clear advantages to using computational technology, such as support for
477distance interaction and automated prompting, but the primary variable being
478studied is not itself a property of computational technology (see also Dillenbourg,
4792002).
480From the point of view of theories that claim to be able to prescribe activities for
481learners, technology-as-constraint has great value. Indeed, domain-specific (Shulman,
4821987) and even problem-specific (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995)
483guidance is seen as critical to learning success. However, domain-specific guidance is
484more of a problem for instructional design than one specific to the unique concerns
485of CSCL. Also, the use of technology as guide and constraint risks inflexibility, and
486may be inappropriate for learner-driven epistemologies such as intersubjective
487meaning making and knowledge building. Under these epistemologies, we do not
488want to limit the potential meanings that can be expressed or trajectories of joint
489action through which a group approaches a problem. Rather, we want to uncover
490and exploit affordances to make these easier.

491Technology affordances for intersubjective meaning making

492In order to serve the intersubjective meaning making agenda, a selective synthesis of
493the two uses of technology mediation just discussed is needed. Richer communica-
494tion media are needed, particularly with respect to supporting the indexical nature
495of human communication (Nunberg, 1993). Guidance for a learning agenda is
496needed for both discipline-specific practices and learning trajectories and for
497processes of intersubjective meaning making, but without limiting creativity by
498excessively rigid scripting of action. In order to achieve advancements in these forms
499of support, we need to better understand Bthe ways in which these practices
500[meaning-making in the context of joint activity] are mediated through designed
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501artifacts’’ (the second half of Koschmann_s definition of CSCL). The third major
502claim of this paper follows:

503The technology side of the CSCL agenda should focus on the design and study
504of fundamentally social technologies that are informed by the affordances and
505limitations of those technologies for mediating intersubjective meaning making.

507CSCL systems should be fundamentally social because interactional and
508especially intersubjective epistemologies of learning require this. To be fundamen-
509tally social means that the technology should be designed specifically to mediate and
510encourage acts of intersubjective meaning making. To be informed by the affor-
511dances and limitations of a technology means that the design attempts to leverage
512the unique opportunities provided by the technology rather than replicating support
513for learning that could be done through other means, or (worse) trying to force the
514technology to be something for which it is not well suited.
515The research agenda surrounding technology affordances for intersubjectivity is
516rich. We first need to understand what collaborative strategies people use when
517communicating via information artifacts of all types. Human communication and the
518use of representational resources in its service are flexible: we cannot specify
519meanings or communicative functions for those resources in advance. Instead,
520CSCL research should identify how collaborators appropriate perceived affordances
521of media (Norman, 1999), and explore how notational properties (e.g., Blackwell &
522Green, 2003) of media influence the course of collaboration. Interactional strategies
523that recur across a variety of media are likely to be essential (Dwyer & Suthers,
5242005). People will try to find a way to apply them regardless of how viscous the
525medium is with respect to those strategies. Our job as designers is to find more
526natural mappings, offering collections of affordances that support participants_
527strategies while providing flexible forms of guidance (see also Kirschner, Martens, &
528Strijbos, 2004). The remainder of this section discusses some unique opportunities
529computational technology provides for intersubjective meaning making, suggesting
530specific lines of investigation for the proposed research agenda.

531(Im)mutable mobiles

532As a notational medium, the computational medium is reconfigurable and repli-
533cable. It is easy to manipulate digital objects and to replicate actions and objects
534elsewhere: one can bridge time and space. The mobility of digital inscriptions-both
535mutable and immutable-provides opportunities for recruitment of partners in the
536sense-making process (Latour, 1990) and supports continued engagement in that
537process. How can we exploit this property of technology for its potential to make
538new social alignments and their interactions possible?

539Negotiation potentials

540Any medium offers certain potentials for action. To the extent that inscriptions
541within the medium are socially shared (e.g., representations of problem solutions in
542a synchronized workspace), participants may feel an obligation to obtain agreement
543on modifications to those inscriptions. The potentials for action offered by the
544medium can therefore guide interactions towards ideas associated with the afforded
545actions (Suthers & Hundhausen, 2003). An analysis can begin by asking: what
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546constructive actions does the medium enable? Which possibilities for action are
547most salient (i.e., are perceived affordances)? What decisions must be made to
548choose and carry out one of these actions? If participants negotiate these decisions,
549will their interactions be productive for learning according to the epistemology
550guiding the design? Design can apply this analysis in reverse: if we would like users
551of our technology medium to focus on particular aspects of a problem, how can the
552medium be designed to prompt for actions that require negotiation of these aspects?

553Referential resource

554Jointly constructed representations become imbued with meanings for the
555participants by virtue of having been produced through a process of negotiation.
556These representational constituents then enable reference to prior interpretations
557with deictic reference (through gesture or language), or by direct manipulation
558(Suthers, Girardeau, & Hundhausen, 2003). In this manner, collaboratively
559constructed external representations facilitate subsequent negotiations; increasing
560the conceptual complexity that can be handled in group interactions and facilitating
561elaboration on previous conceptions. The expressive and indexical affordances of a
562medium will affect its value as a referential resource. Therefore we might consider
563how to make salient that which we would like our technology users to elaborate on
564and relate to new information or ideas. What interpretations (e.g., ideas or elements
565of the argumentation or problem solution) do participants tend to assign to
566representational proxies? How can the indexicality necessary for subsequent
567interpretive acts be accomplished in our technology-mediated settings?
568Similarly, disciplinary representations such as models, simulations and visual-
569izations also offer negotiation potentials and serve as resources for conversation.
570Rather than being vehicles for communicating expert knowledge, such representa-
571tions become objects about which learners engage in sense-making conversations
572(Roschelle, 1994) and can be designed to lead to productive conversation.

573Integration

574Inscriptions in the computational medium can be persistent. A record of activity and
575its products can be kept, replayed, and modified. This property can be selectively
576exploited to leverage prior activity as a learning resource, enabling compositions of
577interpretations that transcend distribution across time and individuals. We should
578explore how a persistent record of interaction and collaboration can serve as a
579resource for intersubjective meaning making through reflection on prior activity.
580How can representational artifacts be designed to foster appropriate awareness of
581prior conceptions and the means to reference these in subsequent interactions so
582that they may be integrated with new information and ideas?

583Trajectories of participation

584What are the social affordances of technologies for patterns of participation over
585larger spans of time and collections of actors? In what ways and at what scales can
586multiple transformations of representations distributed across individuals and time
587be collectively understood as a joint meaning-making process? Can we encourage
588productive entanglement of multiple individual trajectories of participation by
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589selectively making their reifications salient, and hence available, for subsequent
590interpretation by others?

591Adaptiveness

592A computational medium can analyze workspace state and interaction sequences
593and reconfigure itself or generate prompts according to features of either. We
594should explore the potential of conditional dynamism as an influence on the course
595of intersubjective processes. We need not anthropomorphize the medium to take
596advantage of its ability to prompt, analyze and selectively respond.

597Reflector of subjectivity

598Computational media can be designed to foster group awareness (e.g., Kreijns &
599Kirschner, 2004). The mere awareness that others are present and will evaluate
600one_s actions may influence one_s choice of actions (Erickson & Kellog, 2000).
601Information about the attentional status of group members and their attitudes
602towards previously proposed ideas may influence the actions of individuals in the
603group. Visualizations of conflict or agreement between members may lead to further
604argumentation or reaching of consensus (Jermann & Dillenbourg, 2003). Technol-
605ogy can enhance intersubjective meaning making by projecting representations of
606self into a social representation (Kaput & Hegedus, 2002) or embedding the physical
607self in a social simulation (Colella, 2002). In what specific ways can we design
608technology to mediate intersubjectivity by reflecting activity, subjectivity, and
609identity?
610All of these questions of how the properties of technology cannot only enable but
611also be appropriated for intersubjective learning are concerned with social
612technology affordances. The study of technology affordances should be undertaken
613with constant reference to the activity to be supported: intersubjective meaning
614making and its consequences for learning.

615Methodological considerations

616What methodological approach is most suited for the proposed study of technology
617mediation of intersubjective meaning making? This section first considers the major
618methodological traditions of CSCL and the granularities at which they may be
619applied, and then offers a framework for multivocal analysis that is motivated by the
620definition of intersubjective meaning making previously advanced.

621Methodological diversity and synthesis

622CSCL can presently be characterized as consisting of three methodological
623traditions: iterative design, experimental, and descriptive.
624The iterative design tradition is exemplified by Barab & Squire (2004), Fischer &
625Ostwald (2005), Guzdial et al. (1997), and Lingnau et al. (2003). Design-oriented
626researchers continuously improve artifacts intended to mediate learning and
627collaboration, driven by the dialectic between theory and informal observations
628and engaging stakeholders in the process. Their research might best be understood
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629as Bquisitive’’ (Goldman, Crosby, Swan, & Shea, 2004) rather than qualitative versus
630quantitative. Exploring design is a valuable component of the overall CSCL
631portfolio of research strategies. We are trying to uncover the potential affordances
632of information technologies, so need to explore the Bspace’’ of possible designs,
633pushing into new areas and identifying promising features. However, iterative
634design alone lacks methods for predicting the implications of its design choices. We
635look to another tradition for the establishment of dependencies between inter-
636ventions and outcomes.
637Many empirical studies follow the dominant experimental paradigm that
638compares an intervention to a control condition in terms of one or more variables
639(e.g., Baker & Lund, 1997; Rummel & Spada, 2005; Suthers & Hundhausen, 2003;
640Van der Pol et al., 2003; Weinberger et al., 2005). Data analysis in most of these
641studies is undertaken by Bcoding and counting’’: interactions are categorized and
642learning outcomes measured, and group means are compared through statistical
643methods in order to draw generalizable conclusions about the effects of the
644manipulated variables on aggregate (average) group behavior. Typical studies do
645not directly analyze the accomplishment of intersubjective meaning making. Such an
646analysis must examine the structure of specific cases of interaction rather than
647categorize and aggregate single contributions. Therefore, experimental studies have
648been criticized for missing the point, although this limitation is not intrinsic to the
649experimental approach, but rather to the methods of analysis used. Another critique
650concerns the weak external (ecological) validity of studies based on contrived
651situations.
652Descriptive research addresses these concerns through methods that are more
653suited for understanding authentic practice through case studies. These include
654Conversation Analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974), Interaction Analysis
655(Jordan & Henderson, 1995), Grounded Theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), and
656Narrative Analysis (Hermann, 2003). Descriptive methods are exemplified in CSCL
657by Baker (2003), Roschelle (1994), Koschmann et al. (2003), Koschmann et al.
658(2005), and Yukawa (2005). Typically, video or transcripts of activity in Bnatural’’
659settings are studied to uncover the methods by which participants accomplish
660learning. The approach is data-driven, seeking to discover patterns in the data rather
661than imposing theoretical categories. Some descriptive methods such as conversa-
662tion analysis are microanalytic, examining brief episodes in great detail, but others
663such as narrative analysis address phenomena at a larger scale. Descriptive meth-
664odologies are well suited to existentially quantified claims (e.g., that a community
665sometimes engages in a given practice). Yet, as scientists and designers we would
666like to make predictive generalizations about the effects of design choices.
667Descriptive methodologies are less suited for claiming that an intervention has an
668effect, the province of experimental methodology.
669If we focus on finding examples of how members accomplish learning, we may miss
670abundant examples of how they also fail to do so. Yet in order to find that something
671is not there, we need to have an idea of what we are looking for. A purely data-driven
672approach that derives but never applies theory does not complete the job. An iterative
673comparative approach can be applied to address this need. Common patterns found in
674successful learning episodes subsequently become the theoretical categories we look
675for elsewhere, and perhaps do not find in instances of unsuccessful collaboration.
676Having identified where the successful methods were not applied, we can then
677examine the situation to determine what contingency was missing or responsible.
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678Care should be taken, however, to make sure that in finding case examples where
679the interactional accomplishment of learning as we define it is absent, we do not fail
680to notice where something else of value to the participants is being accomplished!
681For example, establishment and maintenance of individual and group identity
682are also worthwhile accomplishments as far as the participants are concerned
683(Whitworth et al., 2000), and indeed are a form of learning, whether or not they are
684aligned with researchers_ or institutionally sanctioned learning objectives.
685The foregoing discussion of complementary traits suggests that we explore mixed
686and hybrid research methodologies, drawing upon the strengths of each (Cresswell,
6872003; Häkkinen, Järvelä, & Mäkitalo, 2003; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Mul-
688tiple forms of mixed-method research are possible. Cresswell (2003) discusses various
689sequential and concurrent strategies. In a sequential strategy, one method is used to
690locate portions of the data to be analyzed by other methods. For example, traditional
691quantitative analyses, including coding and counting of interaction categories and
692measures of learning outcomes, might be used to obtain quick indicators of where
693more detailed descriptive analyses are merited, thereby focusing the time-consuming
694work. Conversely, descriptive analyses can be used to identify the affordances of
695designed artifacts that seem to be correlated with effective learning episodes, thereby
696isolating variables that can be explored systematically in experimental designs.
697Concurrent triangulation strategies apply multiple methods independently of each
698other in order to obtain a consistency check (if they are addressing the same aspect
699of the phenomenon) or to obtain a richer understanding of the phenomenon from
700different perspectives (if they address different aspects). For example, Koschmann,
701Stahl, & Zemel (2004) suggest that ethnomethodology be applied to understand
702practice in the context of design-based research.
703Concurrent nested strategies combine multiple methods into a single analysis. For
704example, experimental designs can compare interventions in terms of descriptive
705analyses of how the features of information technology influence and are
706appropriated for members’ methods of joint meaning making. This fusion raises
707the level of experimental Bcoding and counting’’ to patterns of meaning making that
708are less subject to the critique of missing the point, while providing the descriptive
709methodology with systematically varied contexts that sanction correspondingly
710systematic generalizations. Such analyses are time intensive: researchers will need
711instrumentation of learning environments and automated visualization and querying
712of interaction logs as research aids. In each of these examples, the synthesis need not
713relegate either family of methodologies to subservient roles. For example, a
714conversation between the theoretical assumptions of ethnomethodology and those
715of design can lead to a Btechnomethodology’’ that changes the very objectives of
716design (Button & Dourish, 1996).

717Unit of study

718Stahl (2006) argues that small groups are the most fruitful unit of study, for two
719reasons. Most simply, small groups are where members_ methods for intersubjective
720meaning making can be observed. Groups of several members allow the full range
721of social interactions to play out, but are not so large that participants and
722researchers alike lose track of what is going on. More interestingly, small groups lie
723at the boundary of and mediate between individuals and a community. The
724knowledge building that takes place within small groups becomes Binternalized by
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725their members as individual learning and externalized in their communities as
726certifiable knowledge’’ (Stahl, 2006, p. 16). However, small groups should not be the
727only social granularity studied. For example, understanding the emergence of social
728and knowledge capital in a community of practice may require tracing out the
729evolution of relationships and the formation and spread of ideas in networks of
730individuals larger than the small group (Resnick, 2002; Wenger, McDermott, &
731Snyder, 2002). Analysis of large-scale changes in communities and organizations may
732lead to understanding of emergent social learning phenomena (Engeström, 2001) as
733well as elucidate the role of embedded groups in driving these changes. At the other
734extreme, Schaffer, & Clinton (2005) argue that even the interaction between an
735individual and technology can be understood as collaborative.

736Eclectic analysis of uptake

737In the proposal under consideration, multiple theoretical and methodological
738traditions are brought to bear on the problem of understanding technology-
739mediated intersubjective meaning making. This final section proposes a framework
740for eclectic analysis.
741Intersubjective meaning making requires interactions between participants
742(interpretations of reifications of actions of another participant). Any analysis of
743intersubjective meaning making, whether microanalytic or concerned with the
744dynamics of the community or culture evolving through time, must begin by
745identifying uptake acts in which one participant takes up another_s contribution and
746does something further with it. Contributions may include attentional orientation,
747information, or expressions of attitude, reified as media affordances allow. Examples
748of uptake include BA has expressed proposition P(!), B expresses Q(!), or Q(P(!)),’’
749BA says P and B expresses (dis)agreement,’’ BA makes object O available, and B
750attends to O,’’ BA has created object O1; B has changed it to O2,’’ BA has created O1
751and B has created O2; now A combines O1 and O2 in such a manner,’’ etc.
752In order to begin with a defensible starting point for analysis, we consider only
753uptake relations that are evidenced by the observable dependence of an act on others or
754their products. Inferences that require further theoretical commitments are left for
755subsequent analysis. In order to support analysis of both personal and group processes
756and how the two are intertwined, both intra- and inter-subjective uptake relations are
757included. The resulting collection of uptake relations may be conceived of as a directed
758acyclic graph (embedded in a temporally continuous process) consisting of arcs
759between points at which we have evidence (grounded in use of media affordances) of
760perceptions and/or expressions of attention, attitudes and conceptions.
761Once we have identified a portion of this uptake structure, we need to recognize
762what the participants have accomplished through sequences or compositions of
763uptakes, and we need to identify the potential influence or utilization of technology
764affordances in this accomplishment. What do we look for in order to identify the
765acts of interpretation and meaning making accomplished through the uptake?
766Different analytic approaches offer different answers to this question (Suthers,
7672005). The uptake graph becomes a boundary object towards which theoretical and
768methodological discourse between these analytic approaches may be directed. We
769can layer interpretations on this graph, working from the physical actions and their
770interdependencies to inferences concerning participants’ personal and intersubjec-
771tive meaning-making processes. Multiple interpretations can be juxtaposed and
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772compared. There will always be multiple interpretations because an action can be
773understood simultaneously as an act on the objective world, an attempt to conform
774to behavioral norms, and a way of constructing one’s identity in the social world
775(Bronckart, 1995); participation in a community can be understood on three
776Bplanes’’ (Rogoff, 1995). Also, collaborative knowledge construction involves
777multiple processes (see figure 9.1 of Stahl, 2006, p. 203). An eclectic approach that
778Btriangulates’’ from multiple theoretical perspectives is necessary due to the com-
779plexity of the problem we are tackling. We can draw upon various theories for
780insights on what count as interpretive acts and what those acts mean for the learning
781of individuals and groups.
782This framework was applied in an analysis of participant_s manipulations of a
783shared workspace during synchronous online collaboration in order to determine
784whether and how such actions can be understood as accomplishing collaborative
785knowledge construction (Suthers, 2005). The analysis explored the potential
786contribution of different theoretical stances, including contribution theory, socio-
787cognitive theories, distributed cognition, and activity theory. There are other theo-
788ries that can be applied to the process of generating researchers’ interpretations of
789uptake relations as evidence of participants’ composition of interpretations of their
790dynamically evolving context. The challenge is to take the step from affordances
791defined in terms of features of representations to the social level and make
792predictions of the opportunities the technology provides for discovering affinities
793with others, orienting attention, expressing viewpoints, exposing conflict and
794consensus, and supporting debate and negotiation. We have at our disposal a po-
795werful repertoire of theories of learning and social interaction, and have not yet
796fully explored the analytic power of this repertoire. Incompatibilities between the
797fundamental world-views of proponents of these theories do exist, but this does not
798prevent those of us who are open to a multivocal understanding of the phenomena
799we study from appropriating the insights of each theory and applying them towards
800achieving this understanding.

801Conclusions

802CSCL is a field that is establishing basic yet sometimes peripheral findings as it seeks
803its center. Work currently being done in the field is undertaken through diverse
804methods, encompasses several epistemologies of collaborative learning, and lever-
805ages information technology as communication medium and as a constraining and
806guiding medium. However, there is an emerging awareness that we need to grapple
807with the central and most unique problem of CSCL: processes of intersubjective
808meaning making and how technological affordances mediate or support such
809processes.
810Research methodology in CSCL is largely trichotomized between experimental,
811descriptive and iterative design approaches. Although sometimes combined within a
812single research project, the methodologies are even then typically kept separate in
813companion studies or separate analyses of a single study. This situation can be
814productive for a little longer, as the experimentalists continue to identify variables
815that affect general parameters of collaborative behavior, while the ethnomethodolo-
816gists identify patterns of joint activity that are essential to the meaning making and
817learning we all seek to support. However, very soon CSCL needs experimentalists to
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818study dependent variables that directly reflect the phenomenon of interest, the
819ethnomethodologists to look for predictive regularities in technology-mediated
820meaning making that can inform design, and the designers to generate and assess
821promising new technology affordances in terms of the meaning-making activities
822they enable. Mutual assistance is possible through sequentially and concurrently
823hybrid methodologies, and through computer support for our own meaning-making
824activities as researchers. A common focus on intersubjective meaning making will
825serve to increase the dialogue between subcommunities of CSCL.
826A framework for analysis was offered in which inter- and intra-subjective
827Buptakes’’ grounded in observed uses of media affordances are identified, forming a
828graph that serves as a common starting point for multiple analyses exploring
829participants_ personal and intersubjective meaning-making processes, and as a
830boundary object for discourse between the theoretical traditions that inform these
831analyses. This paper is offered in hopes of accelerating an impending shift in our
832field towards the study of practices of intersubjective meaning making and how
833these practices are mediated by technology affordances.
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